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Fig. 1. Barrow Peninsula, Alaska sketched from photographs and showing
the locations of the various bodies of water.
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Stephen R.Geiger**
July 1952 whenthousands of theamphipod Gammarus setosus
werediscoveredinwindrowsalongthenorthwestshore
of Nuwuk
Lake a study has been carried out
on this halocline lake and the small
ponds on the end
of the peninsula of Point Barrow, Alaska.
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Physical and chemicalcharacteristics

of thesmallponds

Barrowpeninsulaextendsasanarrowgravelspitrunningnearly
northeastward from the mainland and ending at the north in an expanded
area.Thelongitudinalaxis
of thepeninsularoughlyhalvesthisdistal
expandedportion(Fig.1).Thehighersoutheastsideiscoveredwith
tundra and the lower northwest side is composed primarily
of sand and
gravel with a few plants. A few ponds lie in the tundra, but there are more
than twenty in the lower area. The shallow ponds
on the tundra side having
bottoms of black sulfide mud, lacked active macroscopic organisms in 1953
and were not studied thereafter.
of theirbasinstwogroups
of pondscanbe
Basedonthestability
recognized on the sand and gravel side
of the peninsula, a transient and
a persistent group.
The transient ponds are formed by a seasonal reworking
of the sand
and gravel along the shore (Rex
1955, MacGinitie 1955). They are most
of Naval Research, De*These studies were aided by contracts between the Office
the
partment of the Navyand the University of SouthernCalifornia,andbetween
senior author andthe Arctic Institute of North America.
of SouthernCalifornia, Los
**Currentaddress,BiologyDepartment,University
Angeles, California.
+Current address, Division of BiologicalSciences,LongBeach State College,Long
Beach, California.
+tCurrent address,BeaudetteFoundationforBiologicalResearch,Solvang,California.
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commonly formed in areas between the constantly changing dike-like shingle bar, which is usually 3 to 5 feet high and 9 to 12 feet wide, and the
lower-lying area behind it, which is several feet above sea-level (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Shingle bar at shore line showing a transient pond to the right.

The basins that contain the remainingponds change more slowly. From
1952 to 1960 the alterations in the shape of the ponds in this group changed
none of them beyond recognition. Their distance from shore protects them
from modification by the sea-ice, which when carried by currents and winds
canmovea
good distance on to the land. In the spring
of 1960 Robert
Lavenberg (pers. comm.) observed a 6-foot-high pressure ridge extending
across thenorthwestcorner
of thepeninsula. It waspushedtowithin
150 feet of the edge of Nuwuk Lake.
The amount of water in each pond differs yearly and seasonally. The
amountpresent is afunction of thequantity of watercontributedby
melting snow and ice, storm waves, and spray from the ocean, the height
of frozen ground preventing percolation and loss by summer evaporation.
24,1953 for 13 ponds ranged from 6 to
70
MaximumdepthsonAugust
inches. Water level had risen sufficiently to make ponds 1, 2, 3, and 4 confluent. At other times the water level has been reduced to the extent that
some of the smaller ponds are completely dried up, and only their shallow
basins remain. Some summers several small ponds
are formed around the
edge of Nuwuk Lake when parts of the lake pinch off as the water level
of the lakerecedes.
The salinity of the water in each pond varies according to the amount
of marine and fresh-water that has been introduced.
A series of surface
salinities determined in 1953 shows the range that is found in these ponds
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Table 1. Salinities, in %,
of the small ponds of Barrow Peninsula.

NR - no reading
DO - dried out
(Table 1).The ponds nearest the ocean are the most saline whereas the
more protected ponds are quite fresh.
A series of surface temperatures for the pondsis shown in Table2. The
individual temperatures are apparently a function of the amount of insolation, hence of season and cloud cover, of the albedo of the gravel, and of
the depth of the pond. Those with less water and greater exposed surface
area probably absorb more solar radiation. This heating effect is balanced
by the cooling effect that results from underlying permafrost, evaporation,
and wind.
Table 2. Temperatures, in "C.,of the small ponds of Barrow Peninsula.
Pond Number

9 July 53

13 July 53

27 July 53

1

8.6
9.9
8.5
9.4
11.3
8.5

6.5
6.6
6.6
6.8
7.5
6.0
8.0
7.1
7.0
7. i
6.6
6.9
6.8
6.9

10.1
10.7
9.8
11.1
12.1
10.9

2

NR

10
11
12
13
14
18
19

8.7
8.2
10.4

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NR

11.6

NR

10.1
9.9
11.4

NR
NR
NR
NR
DO

Do

NR - no reading
DO - dried out
Biotas of the small ponds

As is to be expected, the biotasof the ponds are affected by the latitude
and by the proportion of marine and fresh-water. The macroscopic animals
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found in the temporary shoreline ponds are a chance assortment
of the
marineinvertebratesfamiliarintheBarrowarea:usuallyonlyafew
amphipods, but after severe storms sponges, hydroids, soft corals, bryozoans
and isopods. Most of these quickly die in the markedly changed environment (extremes of lightandheat,change
of salinity,andlack
of food).
or
Themorepermanentpondscontainspeciesnormallyfoundinfresh
slightly brackish water of this area. Included in this assemblage are copepods, which are being studied with those of Nuwuk Lake by Mrs. Mildred
S. Wilson of Anchorage, Alaska, a fairy shrimp (Eubranchinecta glacialis),
and an oligochaete (Lumbriculus, or a related genus). The clam shrimp,
(Lepidurus arctica) and ostracods that are often present in the numerous
pools of the mainland and the base of the peninsula have not been found
in any of the ponds in other parts
of thepeninsula.Algae,occasionally
abundantenoughtocolourthewateropaquelygreen,werepresentin
several pools, but were not studied.

Physicalandchemical

characteristics of Nuwuk Lake

In Nuwuk Lake, the largest body of water on the peninsula, a particularcombination
of physicalandchemicalpropertieshasallowedthe
establishment of a restricted but balanced marine biota.

Fig. 3. Nuwuk Lake with substrata and depth contours.
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Thegreatestlength
of thislakeisabout
600 feet(Fig. 3) butthis
varies with the amount
of water in the lake. The bottom slopes gently
from the north and northwest and more steeply from the south and southeasttoaneccentricdeeper
pool. Amaximumdepth
of 18.5 feetwas
recorded when the basin was quite full. The edge
of the lake is composed
of a pebbly zone
of varying width. Beginning at about the
7-foot depth,
particularly on the gently sloping northwest bottom area, the pebbly zone
is progressively replaced by yellowish brown sandy mud. Under this sandy
mud a layer of fine black sulfide mud appears. Gradually the surface layer
becomes thinner until it is only a few millimetres thick in the deepest part
of the lake. As this layer diminishes the underlying black sulfide mud increases until it reaches a thickness of several feet. The black sulfide mud
layer contains fragments of disintegrated tundra vegetation and is probably
mainly a breakdown product
of material that has sloughed into the lake
since its formation.
Basedonobservations
of MacGinitie (1955), formerDirector,and
Max C. Brewer(pers.comm.),presentDirector
of theArcticResearch
LaboratoryatBarrow,thefollowinghypothesisispresentedtoexplain
the formation of this lake. The clockwise surface currents of the Beaufort
Sea and the counterclockwise surface currents of the Chukchi Sea flowing
fromthedirection
of theBeringSeaconvergeatthepeninsula.These
a pattern that long
currents deposited gravel and finer sediments in such
fingers of sediments have been laid down forming a bay. (Such a pattern
is now seen at many places along the arctic coast, as at the end
of Tapkaluk
Island to the east and alongside Peard Bay to the west.) This deposition
-a lake
continued until a barrier finally separated a lake from the sea
whose bottom roughly corresponded to that of the adjacent sea. This barrier
is now about 150 feet wide on the north edge of the lake. When an analysis
of thesedimentsandForaminiferafromcoresiscompleted(byGordon
Anderson,formerly of theDepartment of Geology of theUniversity of
Southern California) it is hoped that a better understanding of the origin
of this lake will be possible.
Salinitydeterminationsweremadewhilethelakewasfrozen
(1957
and 1960) and when it was free
of ice (1953,1954, and 1960). These measurements show a sharp and persistent halocline (a rapid change
of salinity in
a small change of depth) at between 5 and 6 feet. The halocline separates
an essentially fresh surface layer from a hyperhaline deeper layer.
During the time that the lake is frozen the
ice corresponds to the freshwater layer. The freshness of this ice is enhanced by the normal desalting
process that is associated with freezing (Adams et al. 1960). Measurements
are summarized in Fig.4. The location of the halocline under the ice-cover,
at least in late winter, corresponds to the ice-water interface.
When the lake is free of ice the halocline occurs between the 3- and
8-foot levels, the actual depth varying from year to year (Fig.5). The lower
layer has a salinity much above thatof the adjacent arctic seas. The salinity
increases gradually toward the bottom
of the lake.
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Fresh-water often forms a layer over salt water when circulation is
slight. This phenomenon is not restricted to Nuwuk Lake, but is found in
largerenclosedbodies
of water,e.g.MogilnojeonKildinIsland
of the
Murman Coast and Saelsgi (Seal Lake) in northeast Greenland, and characteristically is seen on the sea after the meltingof the ice in summer. It is
frequently seen in holes made through sea-ice where the interface may be
so sharp that it produces strong refraction
or carries a layer of particles
floating on the surface of the sea-water. This layering has been excellently
(1960) andMuguruma (1960, unpublished)from
recordedbyKusunoki
their work on the pack ice at the edgeof Drift Station Bravo (Fig. 6), and
(1897) and Calvert (1960) based
is described in general terms by Nansen
on observations made during their arctic explorations. In the Arctic Ocean
the layers are thicker, but differences are less. The lower levels
of this
35%0 salinity as compared to about
60%0salinity in
ocean seldom exceed
Nuwuk Lake. However, the similarities in dynamic hydrography
of these
bodies of water are unmistakable, their great difference in
size notwithstanding.

ICE THICKNESS

SALINITY --

"io.

Fig. 4. Salinity of Nuwuk Lake whenice-covered. Curve farthest to left is that of a
core of ice. In a recently constructed hole
(June 2, 1960) a halocline rapidly develops
(samplestakenJune 5 and 6, 1960) as the upwelling saline layerbalancesthe runoff
of fresh water from melting.

From the densities of water in Nuwuk Lake a curve similar to that
plotted for salinity may be derived. This shows a ten-fold increase from
about 3 to about 30 across the halocline. With such an extreme change in
density, it is not surprising tofind quite stable layering, even in the presence
of summer winds that had an average velocity for July and August of 11.8
and 12.7 m.p.h., respectively, at Barrow (Wiggins and Thomas, in press).
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Fig. 5. Salinity of
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Undoubtedly some diffusion does occur between these layers, but has not
been sufficient in the period of our observation to eliminate the halocline
is anecessarypart
of
duringtheice-freeseason.Theannualfreezing
maintaining the separation of the layers. The ice serves to protect the lake
from wind mixing, but what is more important, it re-establishes each year
a freshwater layer 5 to 6 feet in depth. Whatever salt diffuses into the
upper layer fromthe lower levels during summer moves downward through
the ice during the winter so that all of it has been added to the saline layer
by the time melting is completed.
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Fig. 6. Salinity,asrecorded
from DriftStationBravo(Ice
Island T-3) as itdrifted
between 71" and 72"N latitude from north of Mackenzie Riverto northwest of Point
Barrow. Numbers in parentheses indicate depthto bottom.
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A persistent halocline does not exist in any
of the small ponds although
1,
the salting out process does operate in at least one
of these. In Pond
which has a depth of about 70 inches and is the deepest
of this group, a
salinity profile of 14.0%0, 18.5%0, and 21.5%0 was recorded at 1.5-, 3-, and
5-foot depths, respectively. This is a notable gradient, though a separation
of layers does not persist. Shallowness and lack
of protection from wind and
storm waves insure mixing.
Acompleteset
of temperaturereadingsfromNuwukLakeisnot
available. Therefore, we do not wish to report at this time more than that
the temperature of the lake is close to that of the adjacent ocean as recorded
by Johnson (1956).
Even with the apparently non-circulating bottom layer the amount
of
dissolved oxygen in a period in which the lake is frozen (Fig.
7) compares
favorably with the 5 to 10 m1.A. of the Arctic Ocean (Kusunoki 1960 and
Muguruma,unpublished).Itispresumedthattheconditionsgoverning
levels of dissolved oxygen of Nuwuk Lake aproximate those of other hyperhaline bodies of water (Sverdrup et al. 1942, Emery and Stevenson 1959).
In ice-free seasons oxygen is apparently supplied to the deeper layer during
storms by waves that break across the north and northwest shore
of the
lake.Oxygenthusintroduced,dissolvedinthedensersea-water,easily
passesthroughthelessdenseandcirculatingfreshwaterlayer.
It continues downward due to the greater density
of the water. Perhaps additionaloxygenfromthegreenplantsthatarepresentispickedup.The
of the oxygenquantity of oxygen at any level is reduced by the metabolism
consuming organisms in the lake. Over the area
of the sulfide mud further
amounts of oxygen are presumably removed by the formationof sulfite and
sulfate.

Marinebiota

of NuwukLake

The hydrological conditions discussed above permit the existence
of a
persistent marine biota. This has been established by the repeated finding,
of thesamespecies
whencollectingtechniqueswerecloselyduplicated,
(Table 3), including young stages explainable only by the presence
of reproducingpopulations.Themacroscopicanimalsareallrathercommon
representatives of theshallow-waterfauna
of theBarrowarea,though
certain major groups, such as sponges, coelenterates, and echinoderms, are
absent.
Associatedwiththebottomareturbellarians,nematodes,ostracods,
copepods, priapulids, nemerteans, and molluscs. Oligochaetes are well represented in the gravelly bottom, but poorly so in the sandy mud, where a
more complex fauna exists.
The animals that move freely and widely and have quite wide salinity
tolerancesarethemostconspicuouscomponent(Mohr1953).Theseare
gammarideanamphipods, Gammarussetosus and Pseudalibrotus birulai
(thelatterassignedincorrectlytotherelatedgenus
Onisimus inMohr,
1953). In the summer of 1953 more than 5000 G a m m a r u s and about 2500
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Pseudalibrotus were trapped. Some thousands more were netted from the
shallow waters at the northwest corner. Here the Gammarus
to Pseudalibrotus ratio was more than ten to one. In
1960 the amphipod population
was much reduced and the ratio reversed, the Pseudalibrotus clearly being
the predominant amphipod in the lake.
Sculpins (Myoxocephalus Scorpius, M. verrucosus auct.) have always
been inconspicuous. Adults were seen only in July 1952, when we observed
three at one time and when Mr. Adair Fehlmann netted one while working
from an ice cake floating in the lake. An egg mass was collected on August
19, 1953. Young were observed several times and
26 were taken by hand
net or in a small epibenthic dredge in
1954. A number of sculpins were
observed in 1960, particularly in the small pools pinched off from the south
end of thelake. A fewwerecollectedtochecktheiridentityandthe
remainder returned to the lake.
ICE THICKNESS

Fig. 7. Dispersion of dissolvedoxygen
in Nuwuk Lake.
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Of the other organisms of the lake our knowledge is so limited as to
permit few generalizations. Mysis thrives in the “sea-water” layer. It has
been identified by Dr. Charlotte Holmquist (who has examined our material
and has herself taken many specimens from Nuwuk Lake) as Mysis relicta,
which occurs commonly in the immediately adjacent seas as well as in Elson
Lagoon(Fig. 1). InfactHolmquist
(pers. comm.) hasnotedthatquite
distinct M. relicta and M. oculata occur in the offshore waters. There
is
thus no reason to assume that the population is an environmentally modified
Mysis oculata.
Mrs. Mildred S. Wilson (pers. comm.) describes the planktonic copepods as common euryhaline arctic species.
Much of the sampling of the bottom invertebrates has been done with
devices that do not permit determination of point of origin. Thus although
we believe that the polychaetes, molluscs, priapulids, and nemerteans are
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both solitary and few, we know too little
of their occurrence to state this
firmly.Theforaminiferans,turbellarians,nematodes,ostracodsandharpacticoid copepods are all common bottom forms where “sea-water” overlies the bottom.
The algae so far taken occur sparsely and provide a very limited photosynthetic base for the energy requirements
of the fauna. There are occasional small accumulations of filamentous forms downwind in shallow parts
of the lake. Diatoms have been common, but never abundant in bottom
samples with the foraminiferans, ostracods, and similar forms.

NuwukLake

compared with other haloclinelakes

So far few arctic or subarctic halocline lakes have been reported. The
bestknownexample
is “dieberiihmteReliktsee”Mogilnoje.Derjugin
(1928) has given a comprehensive account of the work done there. Mogilnoje Lake is located on Kildin Islandoff the Murman coast at 67’40’N. and
34’20’E. It is larger and deeper than Nuwuk Lake with a halocline below
30 feet (“a very steep gradient between
five and six fathoms”) and below
42 feet a sulfide (“stinkendes Wasser”, Knipowitsch 1895) zone. In the surface zone, to a depth
of 3 or 3.5 fathoms, are freshwater copepods and a
I<
Gammarus locusta”, which could be any
of several species according to
current usage and may well be
G. setosus. The great depth of the freshwater layer, which is several times that
of maximum ice thickness under
presentclimaticconditions,permitsthepersistence
of freshwater organso in Nuwuk Lake where freezing to
or almost to the
isms. This is not
halocline combined with periodic brackishness in the mixolimnion (epilimnion) prevents the survival of any true freshwater organisms. In the middle
zone of Mogilnoje Lake there are brown algae and a considerably wider
range of macroscopic marine bottom invertebrates than occurs in Nuwuk
Lake. The Russian biologists did not report and perhaps did not look
for
an interstitial fauna (meso- or micro-fauna). Two ecological groupings were
recognized among the marine bottom invertebrates, a littoral or sublittoral
and a quasi-estuarine group, the latter being considerably richer in species.
is
An indigenous cod and a flounder were reported. The deep sulfide zone
azoic.
The manner of formation of Mogilnoje Lake is not explained, but the
photographs in Derjugin (1928) appear to show the separation of lake and
sea by a gravel bar similar to that at Nuwuk Lake. It appears to us that
the mechanisms operating at Mogilnoje Lake may be similar to those at
Nuwuk Lake. Derjugin mentions the existence in Novaya Zemlya of relict
lakes similar to Mogilnoje Lake and there are photographsof some of these
in the review cited, but no useful accounts.
Anotherhaloclinelake,
Saelsqi, formedfroman
oldfiordhasbeen
describedbyJohansen
(1911) andTrolle
(1913). This25-mile-longby
2-mile-wide lake runs along the 77th parallel. It is now cutoff from the sea
by a clay and gravel deposit and is several miles inland. Melt-water from a
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Table 3. Organisms collected from Nuwuk Lake in 1952-60.

1952
summer
-

1953
summer

1954
summer

1957
Easter

1957l
summer

Cottid

Myoxocephalus scorpius

X

X

X

Mysis relicfa

X

X

X

Gammarus setosus
X
Pseudalibrotus birulai

X

X

X

X

Mysid

Amphipods

X

X
X
X

Eurytemora canadensis
E . hermani
E . raboti
Acartia clausi
A . biflosa
Danielssenia stepanssoni
Microarthridion littorale
Proamiera hiddensoensis
Stenhelia (Delavalia) sP.

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Cytheridea punctillata

2
3

X

X
X

Capitella capitata
Terebellides stroemi
Asabellides sabzrzca
Castalia aphrodztozdes
Nephtys sp.

Enteromorpha prolifera
Ulothrix sp.
Oscillitorea sp.

X

X

Polychaetes
Spio filicornis

Polynold sp.
Oligochaete
Lumbricilus sp.
Gastropod
Acteoczna sp.
Pelecypod
Priapulid
Priapulus sp.
Nemertean
Nematodes
Turbellarian3
Protozoa - Ciliates
Heliochona n. sp.
Cothurnaa sp.
Tintinnid
Protozoa - Foraminifera4
Algae2
Filamentous
Diatoms
Chaetoceras sp.

X

X

X

Copepods2

Ectinosomidae 2-3 spp.
Cyclopoids
Harpacticoids
Ostracod

1960
summer

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Based on collections with a plankton net (Johnson 1958).
Plankton nets were not used extensively inthe program until the summer of 1957.
Taken in 1961, apparently not uncommon.
(Colo. School of Mines) in
Living Foraminifera were noted first by Prof. Warren Mateer
1953 and were taken again byDr.& Mrs. G. Dallas Hanna in 1957. Arenaceous forms predominate in our collections, which are under study by Mr. Gordon Anderson (see page 215).
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great ice sheet to the west provides
a deep freshwater surface layer.
A
sharp halocline occurs at “precisely”
56.75 metres. Below this there
is a
deep monimolimnion that becomes azoic at 70 metres. Unfortunately, other
than reference to seals for which the lake was named, there is no mention
of organisms from Saelsg, although it would appear that, as in Mogilnoje
Lake,freshwaterorganismsmightliveabovethehaloclineandmarine
organismsbetweenthefreshwaterandazoiclayers(herefrom
50 to 70
metres).
TwoNorwegianlakes,bothisolatedfiords,deservemention.Dahl
(1946) reports briefly a marine fauna in Rossfjordvatn near Tromsg.
Although this lake (pers. comm.) has characteristics comparable with those
of Nuwuk and Mogilnoje lakes, sufficient information is not available for a
detailedcomparison.Strgm
(1955, 1957) haspublishedapreliminaryaccount on Tokke, an isolated part
of Rgrholtfjorden, which was continuous
with the sea some thousands of years ago when the sea-level was higher,
but now lies well above sea-level. Strgm has so far given no data on biota.
’
All theselakesappear to escapewind-churningbecauseanice-cover
and their size and shape protect them. In all of them the greater density in
the deeper layers tends to maintain the deep layer. The adding
of sea-water
byoccasionalgreatstormsisnotreported
for thesearcticlakes,buta
classical example in the temperate zone is that
of Hemmelsdorfersee near
Lubeck (Griesel 1935), which twice in a century received large quantities
of sea-water during major storms.
It may be concluded that although relatively few examples have been
reported, conditions for halocline lakes, with a balanced biota, are likely to
exist in many places along the arctic and adjacent seas and discovery
of
more of them may be expected.
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